How Recession Proof is the Australian Golf Industry?
Given the state of the current economic climate, the answer to this question will define
the year ahead for the industry. Right now however I suspect that given we are in very
uncertain times, no-one really knows what to expect and many are likely silently
hoping that the storm just happens to miss them. This article is therefore going to go a
little deeper and look past the “hope” strategy, reference some existing research on
the topic, and conclude with some guidance as to the potential resistance level of the
industry and your own micro situation.
The basis for the first part of this article is some research from the respected US golf
industry advisory firm Pellucid Corp. First published in 2005, the research piece is
evidence of how long the US market has been faced with not only a difficult trading
environment – oversupply, flat rounds, price pressure – but also a slowing economy.
The last time Australia was in a technical economic recession (by definition two or
more back to back quarters of negative GDP growth) was in 1992. Interestingly in that
year membership numbers at golf clubs grew by 1.9% (male 2.9% and female -1.1%),
giving some credence to the theory that some people actually play more golf in
challenging times. We are going to attempt to quantify this theory via the survey at the
end of this article but maybe this gives us an appropriate marketing slogan for 2009 –
“Get into Golf, the great escape.”
How times, and society, have changed. In 1992 the industry was coming off 2%
annual growth over the previous ten year period, one G Norman was ranked in the
world’s top 5 and Ian Baker Finch and Wayne Grady were winning their first and only
majors. It could now well be argued that recession we are actually in is a golf one, not
an economic one, as club membership numbers in Australia have fallen by 8% over
the past six years. Total estimated rolling 5 year average participation numbers are
holding up at around 1.15 million golfers per year but regardless of the measure we
use, the worrying point to be made here is that this “golf recession” has actually
occurred at a time when the economy was at full strength and going the other way.
Wider economic prosperity (up until mid 2008), had never been as strong (reflected as
GDP growth) and the personal financial health of many has also been improving year
by year, as the following graph clearly illustrates.
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Source: RBA, ASC, Golf Australia, GBAS
With the industry still facing many of its own internal challenges, one thing that is
certain is that it is no longer operating in a strong economic environment. Granted, the
word “recession” is a technical one and although it appears that we won’t actually
enter one by definition, it is the best/shortest way to describe the current economic
environment - in 2008 a 43% fall was recorded in the ASX All Ordinary Index, the
largest ever annual losses were recorded by superannuation funds since employer
contributions become compulsory in 1992, the unemployment rate started ticking
upward again, 6 years of interest rate rises were reversed in only 4 months and
numerous other government incentives were handed out in order to stimulate the
economy. Certainly not a pretty picture.
The reality is that the industry is now about to be really tested and its resilience to this
economy environment fully questioned.
The obvious question to be therefore asked then is how might the golf consumer react
and what can/should the industry expect in 2009?

Over in Obama land...
Using the research from the USA to give us some initial guidance on this question,
some interesting findings were presented. The research questioned a number of
golfers asking would their participation in golf decline as their own economic
circumstances deteriorated, and used changes in frequency and the quality of courses
played as the key measures for golfer reaction.
One ray of hope is that the research found that 50% of golfers said there would be no
impact at all on their golf participation habits. (Whilst it is not known what type of
frequency these golfers had or how involved they were, my guess is they were more
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likely to be of the highly committed variety where golf is a key part of their life and
sacrifices would be made in all other areas before golf.)
Given I am a glass half full kind of guy, this could actually be the end of the article as
we also have a high portion of highly committed golfers (50% play at least 26 times
per year) but the key information to be examined however is what the other 50% said.
In summary it was found that:






Playing frequency is more likely to change than course quality;
Value (being price and experience) trumps absolute lower price;
The challenge for most operators is to maintain frequency rather than
stopping downgrades to cheaper golf;
Developing reasons for continued play and nurturing relationships are key
requirements; and
A clear understanding of the price/value equation being offered is a must.

All in all the US research suggests that the term “recession resistant” may be more apt
for them but that there should still be considerable cause for concern in such
uncertain times. If you take your eye off the ball in these times and expect business to
be as normal, then you’ll likely get hammered.

The Australian translation....
So what might all of this mean on our side of the Pacific? There are five points to be
made, focusing on course mix, price, frequency, payment cycle and value.
The first point is the mix of courses evident in the markets being compared. You might
first think that the golf in the US is mainly of the public variety and that we are mainly
of the club based variety. Therefore you’d naturally think that the key price decision
made here is the one off annual fee decision, (get through the pain of paying it and
enjoy free golf for the rest of the year) not a recurring green fee decision and as such
the Australian industry is therefore less exposed than to the daily vagaries of
discretionary spend. Unfortunately this isn’t the case. The facts are that approximately
28% of the US facilities are classified as private, and represent only 9% of all US
golfers. This indicates that over 70% of facilities and 90% of all US golfers are
exposed to/make regular value decisions. Their recession concern is therefore
justifiably real.
In Australia 70% of our courses are classified as either fully private or semi private. At
first glance one might think that we therefore do have a far smaller market that is
exposed to daily discretionary spending decisions and that we are therefore somewhat
immune. Dig a bit deeper however and that conclusion changes.
The most recent research available indicates that at our semi private courses (95% of
the 70%) about 25% of rounds are actually non-member sourced, moving up to one
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third of rounds as green fees exceed $60. The maths therefore suggests that a fair
chunk of our market is exposed to the daily decision of the golfer, regardless of the
type of facility. On this point we are therefore more like the Americans than we
possibly first thought and based on course mix we are exposed to daily discretionary
spending decisions.
The second point is price. In some of our markets there is simply not the depth of price
choice available. In regional areas, where 80% of our courses are located, there is
simply the golf course. No down grade in price is possible, except I guess if you
choose to play only 9 holes. (I am told that GA’s 9-hole golf program has had pockets
of success but hasn’t been as widely successful as they thought it might have been
thus far. Maybe 2009 will be the year that it gets going?)
Some markets like Greater Melbourne for example, which has significant price choice
and a wide selection of good value courses, are very exposed to the straight price
consideration. Thankfully though if the US research does fully translate price isn’t
going to be the only battle that needs to be waged and frequency will also be equally
as important.
The price consideration is even more vital in a year when, by my reckoning, most
facilities will actually have to increase their prices. With CPI running at near 5% and
significant cost increases incurred throughout the year in raw course and operating
inputs, unless one is prepared to reduce profit expectations, actually plan to lose
money or find further costs that can be reduced (warning – cutting course
maintenance costs is a downward spiral that is very difficult to reverse and reinvestment will be necessary before retail value can be increased), then how can price
increases across the board not have to happen?
Is such a move risky? For some who have limited or not well established relationships
with their customer base, then yes it is, but it is for this very reason why you are
probably already feeling a bit nervous about the current climate in the first place.
There is no comfort to be gained from making a loss however (particularly if you can’t
afford it) whilst also having limited relationships. It is never too late to start developing
relationships but for those with strong relationships already in place they should have
less of a challenge proving up the continued value proposition that they are offering.
The third point to be made, an extension of price, is that of the payment cycle. For a
long time I have been talking about the importance of payment flexibility, that is
options for the consumer. If you haven’t already done so then you need to start
immediately publicly promoting what options you have available. I know of one club
that does offer quarterly payments but only if asked and then adds on an
administration fee for the privilege! To me, particularly in this current environment, this
is far too great of a risk to take as this is a time when retention strategies have never
been more important. Payment flexibility is one of these strategies. Please make sure
you don’t lose a customer because your options are too inflexible.
The fourth point is frequency. The present reality within the golf industry is that current
participation numbers confirm that frequency of play is going to be the most important
variable to watch in the coming years. As total participation numbers have slightly
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slipped in recent years frequency of play needs to hold up otherwise double the pain
will be felt. For public facilities this means doing all you can to encourage repeat
visitation, and endear greater loyalty. Repeat visitation has always been important,
now it is absolutely necessary. On the club side, frequency of play will largely define
value and with the wider economy in mind (and likely necessary price increases), this
cannot be ignored.
For those who rely on a decent level of public play you’d better have some frequency
programs in place and established relationships with your customer base. If you don’t
then make that your first job tomorrow because you will certainly need them. They
must focus on on-going frequency being rewarded with value. I’d call it a loyalty
benefit.
For those with less public reliance you still have some tasks to do as well. Target
those with diminishing frequency and do all you can to improve the value proposition
you are making, ensuring you don’t lose anyone through lack of effort.
If you choose not to be pro-active in any way then don’t be surprised when your
numbers do fall. You may not be able to control the when, but some pro-active
planning you will likely help you be able to control the size of the number.
Finally, it should be no surprise that the overall price/value equation must be the key
focus, this being the result of the interaction of price and frequency. It must be
understood as it is relevant in everything we buy and golf is no exception.
So just how recession proof are we?
Based on what needs to be focused on and as evidenced in the findings of the US
research, the preliminary conclusion is that some are likely more prepared than others
and will win the battle ahead. The “others” however, depending on their level of
acceptance of reality and preparedness to take immediate action, could be very
exposed in the coming 12 months and the road ahead could be very rocky.
So just what should you be doing to ready yourself for the likely participation and
retention challenges that 2009 will bring? Some ideas for consideration:
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Immediately accept the importance of both repeat visitation numbers and
your member retention. Actively focus on this from now on. To do this you
need to be working the relationships, collecting data, and most importantly
communicating otherwise it will be out of (your) sight, out of (their) mind.
Flexible payments options are an absolute must. Not just monthly,
quarterly etc, but other combinations as well. For some a lower annual fee
paired with a higher fee per round played may be an option, an early
payment rebate could be another.
Consider some new participation options. This might be a product for
different periods of play – twilight, PM only, annual playing pass etc. Make
sure golf can fit the time/funds available.
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Communicate with your guests/public golfers. Use the registration sheet to
collect info/business cards and follow up with them. Ask about their
experience, make them a good offer to return within a set period.
Seek to understand future potential behaviour. Just like GBAS is doing with
this article and the survey on the next page, you too should be surveying
your customers.

These are just some simple preliminary ideas to stimulate thought. In this current
climate doing nothing different is simply not an option.
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About Golf Business Advisory Services (GBAS)
GBAS is an independent advisory company offering dedicated, professional
advice to the golf industry and is Australia's leading provider of golf industry
advisory services.
Offering unrivalled experience and industry insight, our approach is grounded in
research with a belief that data analysis always reveals the insights required to drive
your business.
Specialist services offered by GBAS include:


Strategic planning



Operational reviews



Financial health check



Member surveys



Board presentations



Technology reviews



Insource / outsource strategy



Executive recruitment



Consumer research



Market research



Asset oversight



Due diligence



Asset valuation



Facility design



Expert witness services

If you have a need in the golf industry GBAS is able to provide you with all of the
necessary knowledge and experience required to help ensure you achieve your goals.

Contact Details
Jeff Blunden
Managing Director
24 Bay Rd, Sandringham, Victoria
M: +61 412 989 222
E: jeff@golfbas.com
W: www.golfbas.com
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